PRESIDENT'S CITATION
Nomination Guidelines

Eligibility         Present and past employees as well as students and alumni of the University of Nebraska.

Criterion          In recognition of outstanding service to horticulture at the University of Nebraska.

Nomination Procedure By students and staff in the UNL horticulture area (including Research and Extension Centers.)

In writing, on publicized short form
  * Background
  * Why this person deserves recognition
  * One signature required, additional signatures optional (speaks to seriousness of nomination)

Selection Committee * President/second officer – Pi Alpha Xi
* President/second officer – Horticulture Club
  (do not need to be Pi Alpha Xi members)

  * Advisor (who has not made nomination) from Pi Alpha Xi or Horticulture Club
    For guidance and/or only tie-breaking vote

Plaques
Pi Alpha Xi financially responsible for engraving of individual plate for large wall plaque

Pi Alpha Xi and Horticulture Club split costs on
  * Individual plaque for honoree and cost of banquet